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In the Matter ofEvaluating and Improving NIST CybersecurityResources: The Cybersecurity Framework and Docket No. 220210-0045Cybersecurity Supply Chain Risk Management )
TELECOMMUNICCOAMTIMOENNSTISNDOUFSTTHREY ASSOCIATIONI. Introduction and SummaryThe Telecommunications Industry Association (“TIA”) appreciates the opportunity toprovide input to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”) on its Request forInformation on Evaluating and Improving NIST Cybersecurity Resources1: The CybersecurityFramework and Cybersecurity Supply Chain Risk Management (“RFI”). TIA represents morethan four hun red domestic and global manufacturers and vendors of telecommunicationsequipment and services. TIA’s members manufacture and implement the equipment thatcomposes secured networks across the country and keeps Americans connected with secure,high-speed networks. TIA is also an ANSI-accredited standards development organization andruns industry programs related to numbering, cabling technologies, smart buildings, quality, andsupply chain security. As such, information and communications technology (“ICT”) security isone of TIA’s core focuses, and we welcome this opportunity to provide input to NIST on thecritical work of updating the Cybersecurity Framework (“Framework” or “CSF”). 

1 NIST Request for Inf rmation; 87 FR 9579, Evaluating and Improving NIST Cy ersecurity Resources: TheCybersecurity Framework and Cybersecurity Supply Chain Risk Management (February 22, 2022). 
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TIA has been engaged with NIST on the development of the Framework since itsinception and is pleased to see the immense success CSF V1.1 has had in just five years.2However, even with the Framework’s widespread recognition among governments andorganizations across many sectors, more work can and should be done to encourage its use – andhelp advance supply chain risk management (“SCRM”) more generally – throughout themarketplace. NIST can support this effort by leveraging its new National Initiative forImproving Cybersecurity in Supply Chains (“NIICS”) to drive awareness and education amongorganizational decision-makers about the importance of SCRM, the use of the CSF, and how toprioritize cyber and supply chain risk management in a cost-effective manner.As NIST considers potential updates to the Framework itself, it should remember that theramewor as it exists has been widely successful and should not seek to materia ly change theFramework Core. For example, many government dockets are contemplating includingrequirements on industry regarding governance and third-party risk. TIA believes that NISTshould not include additional Functions on “Governance” and “Supply Chain/DependencyManagement” at this time. As Framework users continue to advance risk management practices,they can choose to ncorporate these Functions in their sector or organizational CSF Profiles.Should these Functions gain traction across a more widespread set of CSF users, NIST mayreconsider whether to incorporate these Functions into the Framework Core. 

2 

2 See, e.g., TIA Comments on NIST Request for Information, Views on the Framework for Improving CriticalInfrastructure Cybersecurity, Doc. No. 151103999-5999-01 (Feb. 23, 2016) (available at https://tiaonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/TIA-Comments_NIST-RFI_FrameworkViews_Final.pdf; TIA Comments on NISTRequest for Comment Draft Update of the Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Doc. No130208119-3119-01 (Apr. 10, 2017) (available at https://tiaonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/TIA-Comments-on-NIST-Framework-Update-4-10-2017.pdf), TIA Comments on NIST Request for Comment on Framework forIm roving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity Version 1.1 Draft 2, (Jan. 19, 2018) (available athttps://tiaonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/TIA-Comments-on-CSF-V1.1-Draft-2_.pdf). 

https://tiaonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/TIA-Comments-on-CSF-V1.1-Draft-2_.pdf
https://athttps://tiaonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/TIA-Comments
https://Cybersecurity,Doc.No
https://athttps://tiaonline.org/wp
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TIA agrees with the RFI that NIST should actively work to harmonize the CSF withrelated NIST tools published since the release of CSF V1.1. NIST should also incorporateadditional industry resources, that align with the CSF and advance NIST’s goals, includingTIA’s SCS 9001: Supply Chain Security Standard (“SCS 9001”). Similarly, TIA supportsfurther integration of the Framework and cybersecurity supply chain risk management guidance.However, NIST need not undergo drastic changes to the Core itself to do so. NI T canaccomplish this goal by including more SCRM-specific touchstones, such as SCS 9001, amongothers, within the CSF Informative References.Finally, TIA supports NIST working with the National Telecommunications andInformation Administration (“NTIA”) as they fund broadband networks nationwide through theInfrastructure Investment and Jobs Act’s Broadband Equity, Access, and Deployment (“BEAD”)Program and utilize the revised framework to meet NTIA’s cybersecurity and supply chainsecurity goals for the program.We again thank NIST for the opportunity to elaborate on these points below and welcomefurther discussion as NIST works on this important effort to update the Framework.II. NSCISRTM’s ANmIIoCnSgSOhrogualdniBzartoioandalyl DPreocmisiootnemAawkaeresn. ess and Understanding ofThe RFI seeks input on both challenges that may prevent organizations from using theFramework and challenges related to the cybersecurity aspects of SCRM more broadly. Even asmore organizations recognize cybersecurity as a business imperative, leaders in manyorganizations still view cybersecurity as a cost center and/or lack awareness about how to cost-effectively prioritize and address SCRM within their organization’s missions.3 This tendency 
3

3
See Gartner, 6 Key Takeaways from the G rtner Board of Directors Survey (Oct. 21, 2021),https://www.gartner.com/en/articles/6-key-takeawa s-from-the-gartner-board-of- irectors-survey (which f und thatthe percentage of boards who consider cybersecurity as a business risk as opposed to an IT problem rose from 58% 

https://www.gartner.com/en/articles/6-key-takeawa
https://However,NISTneednotundergodrasticchangestotheCoreitselftodoso.NI
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can be seen across organizations of all sizes, but particularly within small and medium-sizedentities.4The NIICS can help address these challenges by: (1) driving awareness and educationamong organizational decisionmakers about the imperative value of SCRM to businesses andorganizations of all types; (2) building understanding among organizational leaders about how tomaximize SCRM investments (including through use of the Framework); and (3) coordinatingwith complementary federal initiatives to drive such education and awareness throughout theNIICS program.i. Drive awareness about SCRM as an organizational imperative.The NIICS should focus on enhancing SCRM through strategic outreach toorganizational leadership, emphasizing not only SCRM’s importance from an organizationalperspective but also developing/promoting actionable steps organizations of all sizes and acrossmultiple sectors can take to incorporate SCRM practices in their organizations in a cost-effectivemanner. As part of this awareness campaign, NIICS should encourage use of the Framework asa flexible, adaptable tool to accomplish an organization’s risk management goals in a mannerthat is tailored to meet its unique needs.5 

to 88% in the last five years). See also PwC, Can the CEO make a difference to your organisation’s cybersecurity?,https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/cybersecurity- isk-regulatory/lib ary/global-d gital-trust-insights/ceos-in-cyber.html (which found that 37% of CEOs surveyed said they provide significant support for“ensuring adequate resources, funding, and sufficient priority” to cyb r teams. Only 30% of non-CEO executivesagreed that their CEO does so.); Brian Eastwoo , Security strategies evolve while spending flatlines, CybersecurityDive (Feb. 8, 2022), https://www.cybersecuritydive.com/news/security-technology-budget-2022/618434/.4 USTelecom, USTelecom 2021 Cybersecurity Surv y – Critical Infrastructure Small & Medium-Sized Businesses(SMBs) (2021), https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/USTelecom-2021-Cyber-Survey.pdf.5 NIST, Cybersecurity Framework – Getting Started, https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/getting-started (lastvisited Apr. 19, 2022); NIST, Cybersecurity Framework – Success Stories,https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/success-stories (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).4 

https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/success-stories(lastvisitedApr.19,2022
https://SMBs)(2021),https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/USTelecom-2021-Cyber-Survey.pdf
https://Feb.8,2022),https://www.cybersecuritydive.com/news/security-technology-budget-2022/618434
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/cybersecurity-isk-regulatory/libary/global-dgital-trust
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The NIICS will benefit from the running start provided by the numerous online learningmaterials NIST already makes publicly available. For example, the Framework’s Quick StartGuide points to some actionable, cost-effective steps an organization can take to achieve theFramework’s key Functions (Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, Recover). The Guide highlightsactivities such as tracking hardware and software inventory as part of the Framework’s“Identify” key Function, and the ability to do so with a simple spreadsheet.6 Building awarenessabout these tools can help demonstrate to organizations how easy it is to use the Framework tomanage and communicate risk.Through dialogue with organizational leaders, NIICS can also encourage Frameworkadoption by identifying additional areas that are ripe for Profile development. NIST’s work withspecific stakeholder groups to develop rofiles – such as those for the financial sector,7 forPositioning, Navigation, and Timing (“PNT”) services,8 for the manufacturing industry,9 an invarious other use cases10 – helps to simplify use for organizations new to the Framework andfoster collaboration and consistency across similarly situated organizations. Developingadditional Profiles, based on current input from a wider range of organizational leaders, can help 
6 NIST, Computer Security Resource Center – Cyber ecurity Framewo k, Getting Started with th NISTCybersecurity Framework: A Quick S art Guide, https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/cybersecurity-framework/nist-cybersecurity-framework-a-quick-start-guide (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).7 Cyber Risk Ins itute, The Profile is the benchmark for cyber risk assessment, https://cyberriskinstitute.org/the-profile/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).8 Michael Bartock, et al., Fou d tional PNT Profile: Applying the Cybersecurity Framework f r the ResponsibleUse of Positioning, Navigation, and Timi g (PNT) Services (NISTIR 8323), National Institute of Standards andTechnology (Feb. 2021), https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2021/NIST.IR.8323.pdf.9 Keith Stouffer, et al., Cybersecurity Framework Version 1.1 Manufacturing Profile (NISTIR 8183, Rev. 1),National Institute of Standards and Technology (Oct. 2020),https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2020/NIST.IR.8183r1.pdf.10 NIST, Cybersecurity Framework – Examples of Framework Profiles, https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/examples-framework-profiles (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).5 

https://10NIST,CybersecurityFramework�ExamplesofFrameworkProfiles,https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2020/NIST.IR.8183r1.pdf
https://Technology(Feb.2021),https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2021/NIST.IR.8323.pdf
https://benchmarkforcyberriskassessment,https://cyberriskinstitute.org/the
https://CybersecurityFramework:AQuickSartGuide,https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/cybersecurity-framework/nist
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address SCRM gaps in the ecosystem and enlist a broader set of stakeholders in the success ofthe Framework in support of our collective SCRM goals.ii. Build understanding of how to maximize SCRM investment.A critical part of this education/awareness effort will be giving organizations anactionable understanding of how they can maximize their investments in SCRM. As theFramework itself appreciates, organizational leaders constantly face tradeoffs in etermininghow to allocate an organization’s resources. Effective SCRM relies on concrete determinationsof what risk management investments pay the most dividends – recognizing that such dividendscan vary based on the risk context.The NIICS can help reduce the burden on organizations making these determinations byworking with stakeholders to identify key actions that maximize investments in SCRM. Thismay include activities like evaluating the cost-effectiveness of various controls included in theFramework itself based on common use cases. While the ideas NIST provides in its Quick StartGuide to implementing the Framework provide a window into how the Framework’s Functionscould be implemented (as demonstrated in the spreadsheet example mentioned above), a morecomprehensive evaluation of how controls in each of the Framework’s categories can impact theoverall risk posture of an organization can provide tangible information for decisionmakers toweigh the relative benefits of risk management activities and justify these investments to otherstakeholders throughout the organization. NIST should focus such cost-effectiveness evaluationon categories or use cases that apply to the largest possible set of organizations (to maximizeawareness and adoption) and could consider sharing the methodology for conducting theseevaluations with stakeholders for their own use as well. 
6 
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iii. Coordinate with complementary federal initiatives to reach key stakeholders.Agencies across the federal government are simultaneously pursuing initiatives to driveeducation and awareness about cybersecurity and supply chain risk management. As NISTdevelops the NIICS, it should pursue opportunities to leverage existing nitiatives to maximize itsreach to stakeholders and contribute to harmonized government messaging about cybersecurityand SCRM. For example, NTIA’s Communications Supply Chain Risk Information Partnership(“C-SCRIP”) is committed to improving equipment suppliers’ and rural and smallcommunications providers’ access to information about risks to key supply chain elements.11Given its similar mission, C-SCRIP can help the NIICS reach leaders in small and medium-sizedICT organizations, which would particularly benefit from use of the Framework and whoseenhanced SCRM practices would in turn benefit the broader connected ecosystem.12The NIICS and C-SCRIP could likewise leverage the landmark work of the FederalCommunications Commission’s (“FCC’s”) fourth iteration of the Communications SecurityReliability and Interoperability Council (“CSRIC IV”), which developed guidance for each ofthe five communications sector segments (Wireline, Wireless, Cable, Broadcast, and Satellite) toimplement the Framework.13 Similarly, groups like the Department of Homeland Security’s(“DHS’s”) ICT SCRM Task Force continue to develop guidance to help enhance SCRM.14 The 
11 NTIA, NTIA's Communications Supply Chain Risk Information Partnership (C-SCRIP),https://www.ntia.doc.gov/cscrip (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).12 USTelecom, USTelecom 2021 Cybersecurity Survey – Critical Infrastructure Small & Medium-Sized BusinessesSMBs) (2021), https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/USTelecom-2021-Cyber-Survey.pdf.(explaining that an SMB failure “can impact the broader digital ecosystem leading to financial and reputational lossand service disruption,” making “understanding the organizational behavior of companies of various sizes”imperative).13 The Communications Security, Reliability and Interoperability Council IV, Cybersecurity Risk Management andBest Practices Working Group 4: Final Report (Mar. 2015),https://transition.fcc.gov/pshs/advisory/csric4/CSRIC_IV_WG4_Final_Report_031815.pdf.

7
14 Cyber ecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency, Information and Communications Technology (ICT) SupplyChain Risk Management (SCRM) Task Force, https://www.cisa.gov/ict-scrm-task-force (last visited Apr. 19, 2022). 

https://transition.fcc.gov/pshs/advisory/csric4/CSRIC_IV_WG4_Final_Report_031815.pdf
https://SMBs)(2021),https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/USTelecom-2021-Cyber-Survey.pdf
https://www.ntia.doc.gov/cscrip(lastvisitedApr.19,2022
https://DHS�s�)ICTSCRMTaskForcecontinuetodevelopguidancetohelpenhanceSCRM.14
https://implementtheFramework.13
https://enhancedSCRMpracticeswouldinturnbenefitthebroaderconnectedecosystem.12
https://communicationsproviders�accesstoinformationaboutriskstokeysupplychainelements.11
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NIICS can profoundly benefit the security and resiliency of the connected ecosystem by bringingthese tools together and sharing them directly with organizational decisionmakers in tangible,actionable ways.III. NMIaSnTagSehmouenldt”NaostIInndcilvuiddeu“aGl Fouvnercntiaonncsea”tatnhdis“SStuagpep.ly Chain/DependencyNIST staff have posed questions about whether to follow the financial sector’s lead andinclude “governance” and “supply chain/dependency management” as additional Functions inthe Framework update.15 Meanwhile, the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) hasincluded similar considerations in its proposed rule on heightened cyber incident disclosures forpublic companies.16NIST should refrain, at least for the time being, from adopting proposals that originatedin the financial sector. Although NIST’s inclusion of these additional Functions in theFramework update ostensibly could help align understanding across federal agencies and publiccompanies about what these practices should look like, they are not necessarily applicable orappropriate outside the financial sector. Indeed, these Functions as articulated in the financialsector’s Profile are designed to directly respond to regulatory expectations specific to that sector;t ey are not ripe for application to the Framework’s broader set of users, including in particularthe IT and communications sectors.Moreover, governance and third-party risk are already included within the existingFramework to some degree. Because the Framework is a stakeholder-driven tool and developed 
15 Cyber Risk Institute, The Profile is the benchmark for cyber risk assessment, https://cyberriskinstitute.org/the-profile/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).16 Cybersecurity Risk Management for Investment Advisers, Registered Investment Companies, and BusinessDevelopment Companies, 87 Fed. Reg. 135 4 (Mar. 9, 2022),https://www.federalregis er.gov/documents/2022/03/09/2022-03145/cybersecurity-risk-management-for-investment-advisers-registered-investment-companies-and-business. 8 

https://www.federalregiser.gov/documents/2022/03/09/2022-03145/cybersecurity-risk-management-for-investment
https://benchmarkforcyberriskassessment,https://cyberriskinstitute.org/the
https://publiccompanies.16
https://theFrameworkupdate.15
https://Fouvnercntiaonncsea�tatnhdis�SStuagpep.ly
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for use by stakeholders, NIST should wait to see if users adopt those Functions organicallybefore expanding the Framework currently in use. The SEC’s proposed rule on heightened cyberdisclosure is already exploring these issues, and NIST should wait to see how stakeholders weighin on these issues throughout the SEC process. Ultimately, NIST can have more impact on thesepoints by proactively engaging in the NIICS awareness/education initiative described above, asexpanding the list of the Framework’s Functions could potentially only further deter organizationleaders from Framework adoption by making it seem more onerous and less cost-effective toimplement.IV. NIST Should Harmonize the Framework with Related Tools.Since its initial publication in 2016, the Framework has become a foundational tool forcommunicating cybersecurity risk management across disparate professional disciplines,organizations, sectors, and internat onal borders. The success of the Framework has heightenedwidespread awareness of the technical expertise and unique convening capabilities of NIST itself– and NIST has become the go-to forum for public-private collaboration to develop influentialguidance addressing some of our most pressing challenges. Organizations – both public andprivate – increasingly look to tools such as the Privacy Framework and the Secure SoftwareDevelopment Framework to identify, manage, and communicate their organizational or productrisk posture and how it operates within its environment. The AI Risk Management Framework,currently under development, will also have important intersections with the CSF.NIST can and should explore harmonization among its tools as it considers updates to theCSF in response to this RFI, but harmonization should also be an ongoing effort as thinkingacross these areas of guidance continues to progress. Additionally, as an expert in the securityrealm and as a convener of public private partnerships, NIST should stay apprised of other
9 
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government efforts focuse on ICT security to ensure there is not overlap with existingworkstreams. NIST should also incorporate additional industry tools as Informative Referencesto help users understand how the standards and certifications that they use can support theiralignment with the Framework itself. This should include industry-led standards like SCS 9001,which – like the Framework – address organizational risk management, and which align withrelated NIST guidance.V. NFrIaSmTeSwhoorukldbFyuIrntchluerdiInngteSgCraSte90S0u1papslyaCn hInaifnorRmisaktivMeaRneafgeermenecnet. into theOver the last six years, TIA and its members have worked in close partnership with theU.S. government to build awareness and understanding of supply chain threats and enhance thesecurity of the global ICT ecosystem. TIA works to advance these efforts as an ANSI-accreditedstandards body and through service in leadership positions on the IT and Communications SectorCoordinating Councils and on DHS’s ICT Supply Chain Risk Management Task Force, as wellas membership on the FCC’s CSRIC.TIA is working directly to enhance SCRM through development of the SCS 9001standard focused on supply chain security and its benchmarking and third-party certificationprogram. After its acquisition of QuEST Forum in 2017, TIA set to work leveraging its uniquequality management system capabil ties to develop SCS 9001, a process-based standard thatprovides comprehensive supply chain assurance benchmarked across the ICT marketplace. SCS9001 verifies trust across 10 security domains with 54 controls, and seven additional processeswith requirements that support key policy priorities such as software bill of materials, zero trustarchitecture, supplier trust principles, incident management and response, among others. Inaddition to verifying that a product is built on a sound foundation of trust, SCS 9001 can alsohelp illuminate suppliers of concern within the supply chain.10 
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SCS 9001 is third-party certified, leveraging an existing global network of accreditationbodies and certification bodies to enable organizations to implement, measure, and improve theirsupply chain processes. SCS 9001 was built after extensively reviewing existing standards andICT SCRM best practices, including NIST SP 800-161. It aligns with the Prague Proposals,17and goes beyond ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 where appropriate to support the demanding needs ofICT and evolving secur ty priorities.18 SCS 9001’s benchmarking process can help illuminateSCRM performance, drive competitive improvement (rather than backward compliance), andprovide assurance to government as well as private sector customers without compromising theprivacy, security, or intellectual property of suppliers undergoing certification.SCS 9001 can also help to harmonize existing cyber and supply chain workstreamscurrently underway in the Administration. For instance, TIA has mapped out how SCS 9001 isaligned with Executive Order 14028 Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity,19 and how utilizationof SCS 9001 could help the Administration achieve the goals of this EO. EO 14028 is split intoten sections aimed at improving the country’s cybersecurity and ways the government cancooperate with industry resiliency and remediate cyber incidents. SCS 9001 supports all tensections of this EO. For instance, utilizing the standard can fulfill Section 2’s goal of removingbarriers to sharing threat information by creating technical vulnerability management to evaluate 
17chTroImA,e-How TIA QuEST Forum’s SCS 9001 Supply Chain Security Standard Aligns with the Prague Proposals,extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Ftiaonline.org%2Fwp-content%2Fup oads%2F2022%2F03%2FPrague-Proposals-vs-SCS-9001-Final-021522.pdf&clen=219327&chunk=true (last visited Apr. 25, 2022).18 TIA, SCS 9001: Why ICT Secur ty Must Go Beyond ISO 27001, https://tiaonline.org/scs-9001-why-ict-security-must-go-beyond-iso-27001/ (last visited Apr. 25, 2022). 

11
19 Executive Order 14028 of May 12, 2021, Improving the Nation’s Cybersecuri y, 86 FR 26633 (available athttps://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/17/2021-10460/improving-the-nations-cybersecurity. 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/17/2021-10460/improving-the-nations-cybersecurity
https://18TIA,SCS9001:WhyICTSecurtyMustGoBeyondISO27001,https://tiaonline.org/scs-9001-why-ict-security
https://ICTandevolvingsecurtypriorities.18
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and report on security vulnerabilities, and establishing an incident management process to ensurecyber incidents are mitigated as quickly as possible.TIA would welcome the opportunity to brief NIST staff on SCS 9001 and how thisstandard maps to ongoing government requirements for both cybersecurity and supply chainsecurity. We strongly believe that this standard solves a problem facing both the ICT industryand trusted governments when it comes to identifying risks in the ICT supply chain, and theincorporation of SCS 9001 as an Informative Reference can help users understand how to aligntheir SCRM practices within the Framework.VI. NCIySbTerSsehcouurlidtyCaonlldabSourpaptleywCithhaiNnTDIiAretcotiLvesveinratgheetBhEe AFrDamPreowgorrakmt.o FulfillDivision F of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act tasks NTIA with establishingthe BEAD Program to drive equ table access to broadband throughout the United States. As partof this program, the statute (1) directs NTIA to “provide technical and other assistance to eligibleentities regarding cybersecurity resources and programs available through federal agencies,” including the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (“CISA”) and NIST,20 and (2)requires grant recipients to “comply with prudent cybersecurity and supply chain riskmanagement practices” as specified by NTIA in consultation with NIST and the FCC.21NTIA can and should fulfill both directives by instructing grant applicants to demonstratethat their cybersecurity and supply chain practices align w th the Framework. This approachwould provide applicants with ready-to-use guidance that is consistent and technologicallyneutral, and afford accountability, transparency, and predictability to states and the federalgovernment regarding how federally funded networks are being protected. Moreover, it would 
20 47 U.S.C. § 1702(b)(4)(B)(ii).21 47 U.S.C. § 1702(g)(1)(B). 12 

https://managementpractices�asspecifiedbyNTIAinconsultationwithNISTandtheFCC.21
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ensure future-proof implementation of the BEAD cybersecurity and supply chain requirements,as the Framework provides the foundation for an adaptive, assurance-based process that NISTand its stakeholders can update over time.VII. ConclusionTIA appreciates the opportunity to provide initial input in response to NIST’s RFI. TheFramework has become an important tool for communicating risk management across thewidespread and diverse value chains in our increasingly connected world. The NIICS canpromote use of the Framework – and SCRM more broadly – by building targeted education andawareness among organizational leaders. As NIST considers updates to the Framework, itshould not seek to substantially modify the Framework, but rather continue to harmonize theCSF with other NIST and industry tools. By incorporating TIA’s SCS 9001 as an InformativeReference, NIST can further integrate SCRM considerations into the Framework and providemore concrete guidance to Framework users on how to build SCRM into their organizationalpractices.TIA looks forward to continued partnership with NIST as it considers ways to improve itscybersecurity resources and advance cybersecurity supply chain risk management.By:__/s/ Colin Andrews____Col n Black AndrewsSenior Director, Government AffairsTELE OMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRYASSOCIATION1310 N. Courthouse RoadSuite 800Arlington, VA 22201(703) 907-7700
April 25, 2022 
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